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One of them is bound to a CollectionViewSource. When I add a new record to the collection source it gets updated in the grid
view. Now I want to get the collection as a datasource for the other grid. I have tried binding the collection directly to the grid
and also setting the data source. Is there any way to convert a datasource to a datasource? A: Yes, you can cast the
DataGridView.DataSource property to the correct type. For example, if the collection contains strings, you can do this:
DataGridView grid =...; CollectionViewSource view = grid.DataSource as CollectionViewSource; if (view!= null) { DataTable
table = view.View.Cast().ToTable(grid.DataSource); grid.DataSource = table; } I know there are more of us. We just got bit of a
slack in here, and the urge to kiss is a fairly universal sentiment. Chances are you know someone who would go with you, and
even if you don't, you've already been invited by someone else. Not quite that person, but I'd probably go with you too if that
was the case. I think it's easier when it's multiple people... when it's just one person, there's no way to tell if they'll turn their
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head, there's no way to be sure if they'll get sick of it and leave... Well, one guy in the group is single and looking. We are
talking about setting up a blind date. I really don't want him to know he's being set up if he has a girlfriend, because the I'm-afraud-syndrome doesn't kick in when you know you're being set up and your source of misery knows you know. Hear hear. I'm
afraid I might fall for the 'if she says no, she says no, so you're safe' line, which is just a nonsense based on experience. Why
would you fall for that? It sounds like your world revolves around her, and that makes you vulnerable. Actually, I think it's more
likely that you fall for the line that I'm 100% sure I'm in love with her, and that this is our perfect match. I try to counteract that
with the line that she's been 82157476af
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